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FEMINISM & ANTI-RACISM:
PROSPECTS FOR THE FIGHT AGAINST
FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION
We b i n a r S u m m a r y
On 28 August 2020, GAMS Belgium organised a webinar on feminism and antiracism aiming to reflect on the current fight against female genital mutilation (FGM)
in Belgium. This webinar is part of a long-term project aiming to combat prejudice
against people who were confronted to FGM, supported by Equal.Brussels.
Khady Gaye Sow, GAMS Board member, moderated this webinar.

The importance of migration in the FGM debate
Our first speaker Meron Knikman, intersectional feminist,
activist and former deputy
director
of
the
Minderhedenforum, stressed the importance of migration
within the FGM debate and the anti-migration discourse.
Meron then discussed how FGM is associated with
migration and thus perceived as a "migrant’s issue", an
"African issue", or a "Muslim issue", de facto excluding those directly affected from the
debate. She also noted that over the past decade, policies have adopted an increasingly
right-wing discourse. As a result, fewer and fewer women have been able to benefit from
protection.
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Regarding the link with feminism, Meron Knikman further pointed out that the feminist
discourse based on the idea of equality for all and on the capacity of each individual to work
in society does not always apply to migrant women. She therefore insisted on the
importance of intersectionality: no one is fully privileged or fully discriminated, but everyone
faces obstacles or forms of discrimination. However, the situation is sometimes different for
some groups or individuals who face an accumulation of obstacles and barriers, leading to a
new and unique form of discrimination. This is why an universal policy is not enough: a
variety of methods should be used to address and support different groups.

The need for authentic voices
Stella Nyanchama Okemwa, activist, expert in social and
cultural anthropology and campaign coach at Hand in
Hand Tegen Racisme vzw further stressed the importance
of intersectionality, the need for authentic account and the
importance of language.
Stella first highlighted the concept of intersectionality and
how intersections between different forms of oppression
lead to new and unique forms of discrimination. For example, while feminists fight for
equality, there are still unique and specific aspects of individuals and groups that need to be
taken into account.
Stella went on discussing how some elements in African countries and their cultures have
been labelled "barbaric" and "inhuman" by colonisers, without them wondering why such
practices actually existed in these cultures. There is a dichotomy between who explains a
practice (the colonisers who would know nothing about it) and who has no say in it (the
people who carry out the practice themselves and who belong to the culture in which it
exists).
In the case of FGM, we find that questions on this subject are rarely asked to affected
women. Stella thus questioned what right one has to reject something without fully
understanding it.
Finally, she took a critical look at many of the myths associated with survivors of FGM,
including the false belief that they are "sexually incapable". She also criticised here the
choice of words. Indeed, the importance of words and their harmful consequences cannot
be underestimated: both with regard to the affected women and the story outlined with
regard to "others".
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SLAM POETRY
L i n d a h Le a h Ny i re n d a
Lindah Leah Nyirenda, an Afro-feminist, stage poetess and member of the panel of
YouTube channel Unheard with GiGi, concluded the discussion with a bilingual text referring
to the issues discussed throughout the webinar.
She first mentioned some Western practices that may also be related to FGM, but to which
less attention is paid, such as "the husband's stitch", which consists of an episiotomy with a
few extra stitches to narrow the opening of the woman's vagina (often made narrower that
how it was before giving birth), or cosmetic surgery of the vagina, i.e. a reshaping of the
vagina so that it can be looks like an "ideal vulva" or a "porno-like vulva". Indeed, while these
practices are comparable to FGM, they are rarely mentioned in the media and their potential
negative consequences have hardly been studied.

De maan groeit in mij
En elke maand wordt water herboren
Als aanvulling van mijn wezen
Chemische processen hebben vloeistof nodig
En mijn essentie deint mee
Op het onzichtbare netwerk van het breedste membraan
Mijn haard wordt echter omsingeld door takken en schaduw
Maar jouw ivoren toren grenst aan dezelfde wildernis
Een boom die ademt is een woud in beweging
En in jouw binnenhof waart dezelfde wolf
Want dit probleem is niet continentaal of religieus,
Maar monumentaal en desastreus
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You might think this only happens in Africa or Muslim countries
But these atrocities are mere symptoms of that other global pandemic
One that feeds rape culture and condones locker room talk while overruling
women’s voices and harassing them on the sidewalk
If you dare to speak, you’re branded a witch
Congratulations, you made it through childbirth,
Now get ready for the husband stitch
We invent new names for bad behaviour, such as labiaplasty
But no matter how fancy the name, it won’t erase the shame
You throw a cloak over it so you can claim it as love
And a desire for protection
But all I see is violence and generations of miseducation
Nothing more than assault in an attempt to erase
You will never succeed in your bid to subjugate
We hate what we need
We kill what we love
We carve what we consume
But how can man carve the divine
How can man decide to alter that which has been perfected by creation?
You claim your God only made two genders and zero mistakes
Yet your God somehow got whole body parts wrong on half of the human
population
So I’ve come to my own conclusion
My God is in me
Manifested in three
Love, wisdom and humanity
Even though my skin, my hair, my place on your imaginary ladders continue to be up
for debate
My dignity and my worth were never on the table
Because where you might see victims and helpless individuals
I see survivors and an army of potential
As long as we draw breath, we stand resilient and undeterred
Never given in to silence
One way or the other
We will be heard.
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For further information…

(Re)watch the entire webinar on
YouTube:
https://youtu.be/VhvAEk9Jp1w

Listen to Lindah Leah Nyirenda’s slam
poetry performance:
https://youtu.be/YxyYvl_bxTc

Read the guide "Genital Mutilation.
Addressing Common Myths and
Misconceptions", GAMS Belgium/End
FGM, 2019

Read the Global Report "FGM/C: a Call
for a Global Response", End FGM, 2020

Read the guide"How to talk about FGM:
Using Respectful & Non-Stigmatising
Language", End FGM, 2019
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